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Please explain the context and the objectives of your project as well as the needs and target groups
to be addressed.Why should this project be carried out transnationally?

This partnership starts from a common issue of all attending schools: school students have
difficulties in connecting knowledge from different curriculum subjects with their communities specific
regarding: cultural heritage, economical specific and geographical particularities.
Causes of this phenomenon:
1) the general character of teaching tools (consisting in school manuals and other didactic materials:
didactic movies, local maps, educational platforms ) that are created for general use without taking
into consideration regional communities specific;
2) the small amount of school classes that can be used for relate school content with regional
specific;
3)the small interactions between students from different schools focused on valuing cultural heritage
and regional specific;
4)the grouth of extermist adepts among young people starting from early ages recrouted by media
channels;
5)the lack of an institutional plan to cultivate European values such as respect and tolerance by
promoting cultural heritage from different European countries.
Effects
1) Pupils learn without the help of common situations specific to their regions;
2)The inability to connect knowledge from different subjects to common situations;
3)A closed attitude towards different cultures and different traditions( not knowing, not wanting to
know), in young people's circles that can lead in the future to the lack of tolerance and other social
issues;
4) A closed attitude of young people towards their own traditional heritage ( traditions are the oposit
of modernism, so for young people it is not cool to promote traditions);
5) A small number of school activities that promotes traditional heritage and European values
regarding tolerance and respect for other cultures, a small impact on school students within isolated
groups that are involved by small groups of teachers.
Project's goal: to establish a global strategy for schools involved for valuing local specific to all school
subjects, for creating new teaching resources starting from regional specific and promoting European
values of tolerance, acceptance in valuing traditional heritage.
Target group:
-32 teachers that are willing to adapt their content to regional specific;
-40 pupils, age 12-13-14-15 years old, from regions and schools involved.
Objectives:
1) At the end of the project (31 august 2021) the 32 teachers involved in this partnership will have a
new set of 32 working materials consisting in lessons scenarios, educational movies, interactive tests
on educational platforms, adapted working sheets, portfolio's content on specific topics, already
implemented into classes and debated into project reunions (every teacher must prepare one
material from every sample mentioned above);
2) The growth of the number of working materials adapted to regional specific from pupils portfolios
from those existing in 1 sept 2019 to 31 august 2021. At the end of the project (31 august 2021) the
40 pupils involve in the project will develop a personal portfolio where they will put into practice a
number of at least four working materials proposed by the teachers involved, consisting in school
content adapted to regional specific ( for example students will take part into an filmed scientific
experiment, or they will document the regional specific of a part from curriculum content, or they will
collect popular songs that illustrate a type of ryme);
3) The increase of cultural awareness with 15% from the level existing at the beginning of the project
(1 September 2019) to project completion (31 august 2021) among students and teachers from
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schools involved; (the level of cultural awareness will be measured with the help of a test developed
by the international team of teachers from schools involved);
4) The increasement of the number of teachers involved into international cooperation exchanges
from every school with at least 5 more teachers at 31 august 2021, from the existing number in 1 sept
2019;
5) The increasement of modern didactic techniques implementation into classes as common practice
with 20% from the level existing in 1 September 2019 at the end of the project (31 august 2021).
Every school is interested to implement modern technologies into didactical process. For this reason
schools have their own tools to measure that (the interactions on didactic platforms, headmaster's
classes observations, material requests). Considering that the measurement should be made by all
attending schools, a common tool as an evaluation sheet will be developed by international
management team. The same tool will be used by all schools involved at the beginning of the project,
after the first year of project and after the second year of project in order to measure the
implementation of modern techniques.
The project should be carried out transnationaly for encouraging good practice exchanges,
increasing cultural awareness and developing the sense of respect and tolerance on pupils.
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What results are expected during the project and on its completion?

Tangible results:
1) "Our community into school curriculum"-A brochure with lessons scenario with the implementation
of normal school curricula on regional specific. The brochure will have lessons for primary education
and for lower secondary education divided in 3 sections: math and science, language and
communication and social science. The brochure will be translated into national languages and will
be advertised to the dissemination meetings. Free samples will be offered for schools that will
implement project idea and propose their own materials.
2)"http://www.NewCurriculum21.com"-A platform with didactic materials on electronic format that will
contain lessons and support materials: movies, working sheets, portfolios tasks, field trips
descriptions. These materials will be developed during project years with teachers and students
involved. The main goal for producig the materials is to support theoretical knoledges with common
practice examples from the surounding environment and from regions of the schools involved;
3) A set of events that encourages the interactions between school community with project
management team, consisting in: dissemination meetings after every project reunion, briefing session
for advertising project implementation, invitation to attend to project reunions and to sustain a
teaching material, selection procedures, teacher training sessions for the teams that attend to
international meetings, a regional event destined to exploit project idea into regional schools (The
regional conference "My region reflected in school curriculum"- after the first project year for
exploiting project works and transfer them into local schools.);
4) Project printed publication called " Teaching challenges"- a magazine with scientific articles
presented during project meetings, meetings description and conclusions, students sections for
applying project concept: regions presentations made by students under geography and history
teachers guidance; regional economy development radiography developed by students; a section
about modern music specific to the countries involved. The magazine will have 3 editions every year
and it will bring added value to project works by advertising project works among educational
communities.
5) "http://www.AboutUs.com"-Students platform with articles regarding their regions specific. For
involving students in project works, for supporting communication into foreign languages, for
increasing cultural awareness, students articles prepared for the scientific magazines will be
translated into national languages. The idea of bringing all students works into a common separated
places that may be "visited" by their friends will bring added vaue to their works.
Behavior results
As we all know, the most important changes that a project can make are the changes in people’
attitudes, knowledge and personal set of values. Of course those results are difficult to measure,
however, this project aims to contribute to personal development of people involved and to the
development of the institutions involved.
For schools involved this project will be a part of their internationalization plan, by establishing close
contacts with schools from other countries and with schools from their region. The use of tablets,
video-conferences and other new technology in didactical activities will lead to overcoming the 21st
century needs and challenges.
For teachers the project will mean a way of conceiving new teaching materials according to class
needs and regional specific (labor markets, field trips, cooperation with other institutions like
museums, botanical gardens, city library); obtaining personal development from the interactions with
teachers from other teachers from different educational systems.
For students involved, the project will contribute directly to their personal development with sessions
about European programs destined for education, with a better understanding of theoretical training
by offering the support from regional environment, with contacts with other students of their ages
from different countries, with the cultivation of an open attitude towards other cultures and traditions.
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In what way is the project innovative and/or complementary to other projects already carried out by
the participating organisations?

For many years a new direction in educating young people was adopted. The direction was to
develop the sense of respect for different cultural values and to celebrate cultural diversity. This
project will bring this idea to a new meaning because it will not only speack about tradition and
regional particularitie but it will create teaching resources starting from curricular content to every
subjects. Usualy when we speack about traditional heritage, we think to ancient habits or rituals not
to common, daily routine. Traditional heritage is present in our schools only at special events like
celebrating national day or other hististoric events. The project aims to give other values to traditional
heritage and regional specific by creating working materials addapted to curriculum content where
theoretic knowledge will be exploited starting from regional specific. Government manuals have
general examples and tasks. Usualy the tasks do not involve regional developement. The project
aims to overcome this lack of working materials with new resources that brings students closer to
their life environment.
In order to obtain good quality materials the project will exploit partners skills from previous projects
and trainings. The Schools from Romania and Italy had staff training programmes that involved the
implementation of new devices such as tablets and mobile phones into classrooms. During project
implementation both schools will be invited to demonstrate and teach their partners how to use them.
Four of the schools from the partnership (Turkey, Romania, Italy and Poland) were partners in the
implementation of another strategic partnership between schools, regarding trans and inter-curricular
teaching. The concept of trans and inter curricular teaching was to establish links between diferent
subjects, by analyzing common situations and explaining the diferent phenomenon involved. This
concept must be present into educational act for all schools involved. the schools who have
experienced trainings and implementation of the concept will apply it into their working samples.
The Bulgarian school will bring his experience in Etwinning projects. The coordinating teacher is
etwinning ambasador. Their experience will help to the interactions between teachers and students
using the etwinning platform.
To sum up, this schools’ partnership is a small but important page from European Commission’s
decision regarding educational politics. Starting from schools’ common concern of improving
educational techniques the partnership aims to improve pupils basic skills by promoting trans and
inter curricular teaching, implementing new technologies and cultivating a common set of values
such as respect and tolerance.
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How did you choose the project partners and what will they bring to the project? Does it involve
organisations that have never previously been involved in a Strategic Partnerships project?

In order to produce working materials that involves modern techologies the project have two partner
schools with certified experience in this field (Avram Iancu Gymnasium, Romania and Istituto
Compresivo Salvatore Casella, Italy. They had a training program developed under Erasmus+ KA1:
for the implementation of modern technologies into clases).
As training methods, we consider the module learning method applied by Istituto Compresivo
Salvatore Casella as an interesting techniques that may be discovered and implemented by all
partners. The technique may be considered as a type of programmed learning as it consists of a set
of modules, created as individual and final units though integrating a whole course.
An important number of partner schools were previously involved into a strategic partnership
regarding trans-curricular teaching. Their experience will help the relevance of the next didactic
materials that will be included into project results.
The project involves partners that were prevously involved in Erasmus+ programs. Those schools
have good practice exchanges experience and they will help to project good practice exchanges.
OZEL MERSIN UGUR OKULLARI is a privat school from Mersin, Turkey. This school hase no
Erasmus+ experience. They were sellected to bennefit from other schools' experiences in the
program and for their determination in acheiving educational high standards.
During project implementation, an important step is to exploit partners experience in the
implementation of modern tools in education. The school from Smolyan(Bulgary) has a segnificant
experience into Etwinning tools implementation. A special training sesion will be organized with the
purpose of promoting Etwinning tools into classrooms experience and into project implementation.
The contact teacher from the school of Smolyan is Etwinning ambasador. As all partners agreed, she
will be responsible for exploiting etwinning tools during project implementation.
For the implemenation of the project, the schools involved are bringing diferent regional specific. The
Romanian school is located into a small city on the plato of Transilvania, The Italian School is located
into an agricultural region from Sicilly, the school from Poland is located into an important city wth
more than 300 000 inhabitants, the school from Istanbul is bringing the experience of living into an 15
millions inhabitants city, the school from Mersin brings another regional experience, beeing located
into the Sothern part of Turkey. In this situation, partners geographic distribution will bring diferent
examples of regional specific adaptations to school curriculum.


